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Corrigendum
Corrigendum to: “The manuscript of Abel’s Parisian memoir found
in its entirety”
[Historia Mathematica 29 (2002) 65–69] ✩
Andrea Del Centina
Mathematics Department, University at Ferrara, Ferrara 44100, Italy
In the note above I announced the discovery in July 2000 of the eight missing pages of the manuscript
of Abel’s Parisian work Mémoire sur une propriété générale d’une classe très étendue de fonctions
transcendantes [Abel, 1841]: precisely those numbered 21–24 and 31–34. I thought that these pages had
been written by Abel himself because they are not copied from the printed article (see below) and they
fit in perfectly (like a puzzle) with the other pages of the manuscript preserved at the Moreniana Library
in Florence. Unfortunately this is not the case, and the search for the missing pages has not ended yet!
I realized this only in February of 2002 after my note was printed, when by mere chance I found another
set of pages of Abel’s manuscript, numbered 31–34, at the Labronica Library in Livorno.1 The latter
are undoubtedly due to Abel’s hand, and have been shown together with Abel’s autograph preserved at
the Moreniana Library at the exhibition held in Oslo on the occasion of Abel’s Bicentennial Conference
(June 2002). The manuscript has been completely reproduced in facsimile in a volume devoted to it
[Abel, 2002].
I have compared the two handwritten version of pages 31–34 and the corresponding pages of the
printed article. I noticed many differences, but all of them are essentially of linguistic character and not
important with respect to the mathematical content of the paper.
Here I report some of them. In my opinion, they suggest that the copy was made by G. Libri before
the manuscript was sent to print. For the reader’s benefit I will refer to the pages and rows of the printed
article [Abel, 1841]:
22011 “Donc pour que” is “Pour que donc” in Abel page 31 and “Pour que donc” in Libri page 31;
22012 “il suffit qu’il le soit” is “il suffit qu’il l’est” in Abel page 31 and “il suffit qu’il le soit” in Libri
page 31;
✩ doi of original article: 10.1016/hmat.2001.2333.
1 Biblioteca Labronica “F.D. Guerrazzi,” Autografoteca Bastogi, cass.1 ins.1. Abel’s autograph was acquired by this Library
in 1923 with the whole of Bastogi’s collection. It is not known, at least to me, how Count Gioacchino Bastogi, or his father
Pietro, came into possession of Abel’s autograph.0315-0860/03/$ – see front matter  2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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A. Del Centina / Historia Mathematica 30 (2003) 94–95 952213 in the first inequality of (103) we read “= Bδ” and in the second “= Cδ ,” while in both Abel and
Libri handwritten pages 31 we read “(= Bδ)” and “(= Cδ);”
2216 “de δ et m ; d’oû résulte l’equation” is “de δ et m ; par suite l’equation” in Abel page 32 and “de
δ et m ; d’oû résulte l’equation” in Libri page 31;
2221 “F0x = 1, et par suite A = 0 ; donc dans ce cas” is “F0x = 1, et par suite A = 0 donc dans ce
cas :” in Abel page 32 and “F0x = 1, et par suite A= 0 donc dans ce cas” in Libri page 32;
2224 we read “C’est ce qui a lieu généralement” the same as in Libri page 32, while we read “C’est
cela qui a lieu généralement” in Abel handwritten page 32;
2236 “0= p0 + p1y + · · · + p12y12 + y13,” is the same in Abel page 33, while is “0= p0 + p1y + · · ·
+ p12y12 + p13y13,” in Libri page 32;
22310 “p0,p1, . . . , p12” the same as in Abel page 33 but “p0,p1, . . . , p12,p13” in Libri page 32;
2231 “Pour y satisfaire” is “Pour lui satisfaire” in Abel page 33 and “Pour y satisfaire” in Libri page
33;
225 the references to formulae numbered 92 and 88 are to the same formulae, but they are numbered
91 and 87 in both Abel and Libri pages 34.
Moreover, in Abel’s handwritten page 32, there is the note “Savants étrangers flle 38.” This means that
these pages written by Abel were sent to the printer.
Finally I would like to note some trivial mistakes and inaccuracies committed by Libri in copying
Abel’s manuscript. In particular, the ones in the computation of the values of m had been erroneously
attributed to Abel in my previous note.2 Abel’s manuscript is not affected by these errors. The same holds
true for the printed article.
In conclusion, Libri’s handwritten pages do not seem part of a “more readable” copy in the sense
required by Legendre (see his letter to Jacobi on the 8th of April, 1829 [Jacobi, 1881, I]. See also [Del
Centina, 2002, p. 89, p. 96]). Thus, the reason Libri made copy of the eight pages is not clear. Could the
discovery of the still missing four pages of Abel’s autograph reveal this mystery?
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